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Our hottest catalog of the year always comes in July - announcing our Annual 4th of July Sale, when everything is On Sale!
Figuring out your pricing for this 2-week sale is quite simple. If an item is not already discounted in some way, take 15% off the price indicated. You can use this simple rule regardless of what HB Direct catalog you are looking at. Please see the section below under “How the Sale Works” for further details.

This special catalog is a little smaller than our usual monthly issue, with fewer new releases, but we will return to our regular format in August when a Music Rewards redemption period will be opened!

**30% Off Video!**
See pages 22-23 plus many more @ hbdirect.com!

**How The Sale Works**
Order on or before July 17th, 2016 and you can take 15% off every non-sale item in this and any of our previous catalogs. If a title is denoted as “On Sale”, 30%, 40% or 50% Off, or you are taking advantage of a classical or jazz Bundle Deal, the discount cannot be applied as these items are already sale priced. All discounts are already in place on our website.

**Earn cash toward future purchases!**
Everyone who places an order earns Music Rewards! We’ll track your points and two times a year, you’ll see a credit on your order. It’s that simple. To learn more, visit our website and click on the Music Rewards logo.

**Get on the mailing list for our catalog.**
If you would like to receive our monthly catalog, please contact us. We’ll send a few copies, then after that, you’ll remain on the mailing list by placing orders with us. Very rarely, a price might be incorrect in this catalog and cannot be honored.

**New! Leave your wallet in your pocket.**
Introducing a new payment method on HB Direct.com! If you’ve placed an order in the previous three months by phone or on the web, you can select Card On File as your payment method. We’ll bill your last-used credit card and contact you if we have any questions.

**Are you getting the monthly catalog?**
You will receive our monthly catalog, unless you have opted out. If you would like to receive our monthly catalog, please contact us. We’ll send a few copies, then after that, you’ll remain on the mailing list by placing orders with us. Very rarely, a price might be incorrect in this catalog and cannot be honored.

**Best Sellers!**

- **Beethoven: Complete Piano Sonatas / Maurizio Pollini** (8 CDs)
  Maurizio Pollini’s Beethoven Sonatas cycle has reached completion after nearly 40 years. The Beethoven cycle began in June 1975 with opp. 109 and 110, and reached completion this year with the final CD, of the three sonatas op. 31 and the two of op. 49. This latter recording will appear as a single CD simultaneously with the box set. This is the first Beethoven cycle on DG since those of Barenboim and Giles in the 1980s. “He is a towering musical presence” - Gramophone (8 CDs)
  8 DG B002235002 $34.98

- **Georg Solti’s Iconic ‘Ring’ with the Vienna Philharmonic / [16 CDs or 1 Blu-ray Audio]**
  Decca’s landmark recording of Wagner’s ‘Der Ring des Nibelungen’ is the most celebrated classical recording in history. The combination of Sir Georg Solti and the Vienna Philharmonic with an international cast of the greatest Wagnerian singers of the time resulted in definitive recording. The recording is available in two formats, and both are definitive, high bit-depth transfers. The CD version includes Deryck Cooke’s ‘An Introduction to Der Ring Des Nibelungen’ and a CD Rom of the complete libretto. The 3 Blu-ray Audio version (no video content) includes a Deluxe 300-page hard-back book in black and gold foil with the complete libretti in original German with English translation. (Decca)
  (16 CD + CD Rom) 17 DEC B002330102 $48.99
  (1 Blu-ray Audio) DEC B002236146 $65.98

- **Rachmaninov Complete RCA Recordings [10 CDs]**
  Works: Rachmaninov: Piano Concertos 1-4; ‘Paganini’ Rhapsody; Preludes; Sonatas of Beethoven, Schubert, Mozart, Chopin, Debussy Tchaikovsky, Schumann; Rachmaninov: Transcriptions of Bach, Kreisler, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Beethoven etc. Artists: Sergei Rachmaninov, piano (10 CD) Sony / RCA
  10 SBMG 88843079392 $29.99 On Sale
  “Any lover of piano music who passes this up needs to consider priorities.” - Customer Review

- **Verdi: Rigoletto / Pavarotti, Levine, MET [DVD]**
  Discovered in the MET archives and available here for the first time, this is the only Rigoletto stage production on film featuring Luciano Pavarotti. Recorded in 1981, it presents Pavarotti at the peak of his career, supported by outstanding artists that includes Louis Quilico, Christine Eda-Pierre and Isola Jones. Directed by James Levine.
  DEC B002232309 $12.98

- **Luciano Pavarotti - Classic Duets [DVD]**
  The performances given by the stupendous Joan Sutherland on tour in Australia with the young tenor in 1965 confirmed Pavarotti’s place among the most exciting artists of his generation. Since that time, many of the greatest opera stars of recent times sang with Pavarotti, includ-
  ing Montserrat Caballé, José Carreras, Cecilia Bartoli and Plácido Domingo.
  DEC B002232209 $12.98
Music and collaborating with instrumentalists in sonatas. She is noted especially as well, several appearing internationally for the first time.

Maria Joao Pires: The Complete Chamber Music Recordings on DG [12 CDs]

Works: Beethoven, Mozart, Grieg, Franck, Debussy, Ravel & Brahms: Violin Sonatas; Brahms & Mozart: Piano Trios; Schumann: Piano Quintet, Op. 44; Chopin: Cello Sonata

Artists: Auguste Dumay, Jian Wang, António Meneses, Pavel Gomziakov and Renaud Capuçon (avail June 17th) (12 CD) (DG) 12 DGG B002500602 $34.98

“Before two seconds have elapsed you know that these performances are filled with fire, passion, and spontaneity that Beethoven ideally requires … this is chamber music playing of the first order.” - Fanfare “There is all the beauty of Dumay’s tone to be found here … and Pires extraordinary subtlety of phrasing…” - Gramophone (both reviews on the Beethoven violin sonatas)

Fritz Wunderlich: Complete Studio Recordings on DG [32 CDs]

Fritz Wunderlich’s lyricism, boundless musicianship and exquisite diction made him one of the great tenors of the 20th century. DG commemorated the 50th anniversary of his death with the release of Complete Studio Recordings on Deutsche Grammophon, a comprehensive box set of sacred works, opera and operetta, lieder and popular song. The collection includes Decca, Philips and Polydor recordings as well, several appearing internationally for the first time. (DG) (32 CDs) 32 DGG B002565802 $80.98

Simon Rattle & His Soloists: The CBSO Years [15 CDs]


Over his 18 years in Birmingham, Simon Rattle made a conscious effort to nurture long-term partnerships with chosen soloists — who in turn came to prize the CBSO’s generous rehearsal time and Rattle’s collegial, opened-minded approach to music-making.

Philip Glass: The Symphonies Nos. 1 - 10 [11 CDs]

Artists: Dennis R. Davies/ Basel SO; Bruckner Orch. Linz; Stuttgart CO; Vienna RSO; Michael Schade (Tnr); Denyce Graves (Mzz Sop); Ana Maria Martinez (Sop); Albert Dohmen (Bss Bar); (11 CD) (Orange Mountain Classics) 11 OMM 0104 $71.99

Glass’s long-term collaborator, Dennis Russell Davies, conducts all ten symphonies, beginning with the Basel Symphony Orchestra in 1992 and concluding with the Bruckner Orchester Linz from 2012.

Schubert: Complete String Quartets / Diogenes Quartet

The German ensemble Diogenes Quartet was highly praised by Fanfare for their ‘immaculate execution’, in Volume 2. The reviewer went on to say that once complete, this cycle of the quartets would be the one to have. Included is the completion of two unfinished movements, by musicologist Christian Starke. (7 CD) (Brilliant Classics) 7 BLC 94468 $33.49

Yo-Yo Ma Plays Great Cello Masterworks [8 CDs]

Works by: Vivaldi, Boccherini, Haydn, Schumann, Elgar, Bach, Beethoven, Brahms et al. 8 SBMG 88865438572 $21.99

“This well-played, well-produced collection is a joy to listen to. It is both soothing and exciting, a rare combination that is particularly enjoyable at the end of the day.” - Customer Review
Historic Reissues from Furtwangler & Schnabel

Beethoven: 9 Symphonies / Furtwangler [5 CDs]
Artists: Schwarzkopf, Honeg, Hopf, Edelmann; Wilhelm Furtwangler/Bayreuth Festival Chorus; Bayreuth Festival Orch.; Stockholm PO; Vienna Philharmonic. (rec. 1948-54) (5 CD) (Warner)
8 WRNC 556698 $29.99
In 1937 Gramophone wrote: “To [his] technical mastery...the result is a perfectly blended interpretation of the music as a spiritual expression and as a musical organism.” Remastered from the original 78rpm discs, these legendary recordings can now be enjoyed in audio of unprecedented truthfulness and quality.

Beethoven: Piano Sonatas / Schnabel [8 CDs]
Artists: Artur Schnabel, piano (rec. 1932-35) (8 CD) (Warner)
5 WRNC 556698 $21.99
These recordings, all made in the late 1940s and early 1950s, in the Musikverein in Vienna and at concerts in London, Bayreuth and Stockholm, were newly remastered in 2010, bringing their sound more alive than ever before.

Toscanini: The Essential Recordings [20 CDs]
Celebrating the 150th Anniversary of Arturo Toscanini’s birth, RCA has released this specially priced 20-CD box set! It features Toscanini conducting the NBC Symphony Orchestra, the New York Philharmonic and the Philadelphia Orchestra. The recordings for “Arturo Toscanini - The Essential Recordings” were all made for RCA Victor between 1929, when Arturo Toscanini was 62 years old, and 1952, when he was 85, and provide a great representation of his preferred repertoire.
20 RCA 88985376042 $64.99

New & Best Selling Box Sets

Our All-Time Top-Selling Boxed Sets

Frederica von Stade: The Complete Columbia Recital Albums [17 CDs]
This set brings together all the recital albums mezzo-soprano Frederica von Stade recorded for Columbia Masterwork from 1974 to 1994, including three albums available for the first time on CD.trained in the bel canto style, Frederica von Stade is known especially for her roles in Rossini, but had a wide-ranging repertory, from musicals and broadway tunes to songs by Mozart, Haydn and especially Mahler, praised as cherishable by Peter G. Davis of The New York Times. Her recordings have garnered six Grammy® nominations, two Grand Prix du Disque awards, the Deutsche Schallplattenpreis and numerous other prizes. (Sony Classics)
17 SNYC 8875183412 $41.99 On Sale

Beethoven: The Symphonies / Klemperer [5 CDs]
Artists: Otto Klemperer/Philharmonia Orch. (5 CD) (Andromeda)
This truly fantastic live set of the complete Beethoven symphonies plus the Creatures of Prometheus, Egmont & Coriolan overtures as played by the Philharmonia Orchestra in Vienna in 1960 under the direction of the legendary conductor Otto Klemperer has now returned to the Andromeda catalog in completely re-mastered, superb 24bit/96kHz sound, taken directly from the original master tapes.
5 ADM 9079 $19.99

Murray Perahia - Awards Collection [15 CDs]
Artists: Murray Perahia (pno), various assisting artists (15 CD) (Sony / RCA)
SBMG 88985413952 $47.48
Ever since Murray Perahia’s first LP, soon after his triumph at the 1972 Leeds International Piano Competition, aged 25, the great American pianist’s performances have more than stood the test of time; and along the way they have been recognized with an astonishing crop of awards. In this anthology, Sony has collected together Mr. Perahia’s awards, the Deutsche Schallplattenpreis and numerous other prizes. (Sony Classics)
15 DGG B002463502 $28.98 On Sale

Toscanini: The Great Recordings [65 CDs]
This 19-CD set comprises all the extant recordings by Arturo Toscanini, the greatest maestro of his time. Artists include Pavarotti, Price, Caballe, Kaufmann, Gheorghiu and more.
65 WRNC 562261 $109.99

Opera Gold: 100 Great Tracks from Decca [6 CDs]
Enjoy classic arias and overtures, performed by the greatest opera stars of all time. Artists include Pavarotti, Bartoli, Fischer-Dieskau, Tebaldi, Calleja, Sutherland, Bergonzi, Ghiaurov, Freni, Nilsson, del Monaco, Domingo, Gheorghiu, Caballe, Domingo, Price and more. (Decca)
6 DEC B002503602 $19.98

Mozart: The Complete Operas on DVD Video [33 DVDs]
This deluxe 33-DVD set contains all the complete Mozart operas as staged at the 2006 Salzburg Festival. Enjoy classic arias and overtures, performed by the greatest opera stars of all time. Artists include Pavarotti, Price, Caballe, Kaufmann, Gheorghiu and more. (Decca)
33 DEC B002571709 $109.98

Medieval & Renaissance [50 CDs]
This L’Oiseau-Lyre set presents some of the most significant Medieval & Renaissance albums recorded by one of the most authoritative Early Music labels. Ranging from Anonymous 13th century hymns to Dowland’s L’archibudelli and many others. (Decca)
50 DEC B002750302 $124.98

Karl Böhm, The Early Years [19 CDs]
Artists: Kirsten Flagstad; Christel Goltz; Elisabeth Hogen; Martin Kremer; Sven Nilsson; Wilhelm Backhaus; Karl Böhm/Berlin Philharmonic; Philharmonia Orch. (19 CD) (Warner Classics)
19 WRNC 561986 $55.48
This 19-CD set contains all the extant recordings by Karl Böhm, conducted for EMI (notably its German Electrola label) over the period 1935 to 1949 in Dresden, Berlin, Vienna and London. The set includes a number of rarities and the world premiere release of a version of Mozart’s Serenata notturna recorded in Vienna in 1947.

André Cluytens: The Complete Orchestral Recordings [65 CDs]
André Cluytens built a substantial, varied and distinguished discography and became the first conductor to record the complete Beethoven symphonies with the Berliner Philharmoniker.
65 WRNC 562261 $109.99
This 65-disc set, uniting all his recordings of orchestral, concerto and choral repertoire, embraces the mainstream and the esoteric and includes numerous items making their debut on CD.

Schubert: The Complete Piano Duets [7 CDs]
Artists: Caroline Clemmow & Anthony Goldstone, pianists (7 CD) (Divine Art)
7 DVT 21701 $37.49
The performances are superb, exhilarating and perfectly integrated: the husband and wife team really do play like one person with four hands. Triagonically, Anthony Goldstone died on January 2, 2017 while the design work of this set was being finalized, and did not live to see the reissue of this marvelous collection, re-packaged and remastered as a complete set.

Richard Strauss: Orchestral Works & Concertos [7 CDs]
Artists: Reiner; Szell; Monteux; Kempe; Mazael; Luisi; Abbado; Zinner; Salonen; Mehta and more Chicago SO; Cleveland Orch.; San Francisco Sym.
7 SSBMG 8883798632 $23.99 On Sale

Featuring many great 20th century Strauss conductors, this set includes tone poems Also sprach Zarathustra, Don Quixote, Don Juan, the Horn Concertos and the Burleske for Piano and Orchestra.

Mendelssohn: Symphonies 1-5 [3 CDs]
Artists: Yannick Nézet-Séguin/CO of Europe; RIAS Kammerchor. (3 CD) (Deutsche Grammophon)
3 DGG B002575602 $30.98
This release is the latest installment in Nézet-Séguin’s collaboration with the Chamber Orchestra of Europe - a recent partnership that has already garnered two Grammy nominations.
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Early Music and the Baroque

Telemann: Ouverture-Suites
Artists: Felix Koch/Neumeyer Consort. (1 CD) (Christianus) CHR 77412 $16.99 On Sale
The ouverture-suites enjoyed a great popularity in Germany during the first half of the 18th century. The selection of pieces here offers a wonderful insight into the manifold cosmos of Telemann’s works in the genre.

Telemann: Concerti per multi strumenti
Artists: Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin. (1 CD) (Harmonia Mundi) HAR 902261 $17.99 On Sale
Telemann for Alte Musik Berlin perform a selection of Telemann’s Concerti per multi strumenti – works that feature many unusual and wonderful instrumental combinations, and an amazing variety of styles.

Jan Dimas Zekenka (1679-1745): Trio Sonatas
Artists: Collegium 1704. Xenia Loftier (Oboe); Jane Gower (Bsn); Shizuko Noiri (Lute); Helena Zemanov (Vln); Michael Bosch (Oboe). (2 CD) (Accent)
The last complete recording of all six sonatas on historical instruments was made over twenty years ago by Ensemble Zefiro. In 1993, this new recording by the Prague-based ensemble Collegium 1704, known for their excellent Zelenka interpretations and recordings, has been eagerly awaited.

Alessandro Stradella (1639-1682): Oratorios
Artists: Luca Cervoni; Sergio Foresti; Raaffele Pé; Roberta Mameli; Andrea De Carlo/Ensemble Mare Nostrum. (1 CD) (Arcana)
With this fourth installation of the Stradella Project, Andrea De Carlo and Ensemble Mare Nostrum continue their exploration of the oratorio output, presenting rediscoveries of ‘San Giovanni Crisostomo’ and ‘Santa Editta.’

Boismortier: Sonatas & Trios
Artists: Paolo Corsi, Le Petit Trianon (1 CD) (Ricercar) RCR 381 $18.99
In this, their first recording, Le Petit Trianon have chosen pieces from Boismortier’s immense body of work that felicitously blend the sonorities of the flute, violin, bassoon, cello and harpsichord.

Giuseppe Sammartini: Concertos
Works: Giuseppe Sammartini (1689-1750): Concerto for Violin and Cello in E-flat major; Concerto for Two Violins in G major; Concerto for Two Violins and Strings in C major; Concerto Grosso No. 6 in G minor
Artists: Skip Sempé, harpsichord (1 CD) (Alpha Productions) AHP 336 $9.99
On sale
Following on from the success of the Red and Yellow series (a total of twenty-eight reissues), which have restored to the limelight the treasures of the label’s Baroque music catalogues, here are fourteen new titles offering a chance to renew acquaintance with further gems of the Baroque as well as a number of rarities.

Henricus Isaac (1450-1517): Lorenzo de’ Medici and Maximilian I
Artists: Jordi Savall/Hespèrion XXI; La Capella Reial de Catalunya. (1 SA CD) (Alia Vox) AVX 9922 $23.99
Discover the music of Heinrich Isaac with these authentic performances from La Capella Reial de Catalunya and Hespèrion XXI under the inspired direction of early music specialist Jordi Savall.

Baroque

J. S. Bach: The Art of the Fugue
Artists: Ensemble L’Arte della Fuga. (2 CD) (Oehms) 2 OEH 1854 $33.49
Hans-Eberhard Dentler, a graduate medical physician but also an outstanding cellist and pupil of the renowned Pierre Fournier and founder of a Bach Society in Italy, has occupied himself with this opus over the course of many years.

Cervetto: Sonatas for cello trio & continuo
Works: Giacobbo Basevi Cervetto (1682-1783): Six Sonatas for three Violoncellos and a through bass for the harpsichord; Arioso
Artists: Martin Zeller, (Obo); Marco Fazzretto, (hps); with Nicola Dal Maso, Roberto Bevilacqua and Stefano Demichelis (1 CD) (MV Cremona) MCV 005011 $17.99
Six Sonatas or Trios for three Violoncellos or two Violas and a Bass, is the title of op. 1, published in London by Giacobbo Basevi Cervetto between 1741 and circa 1745.

J.S. Bach: Secular Cantatas, Vol. 8
Artists: Charles Daniels; Roderick Williams; Hiroya Aoki; Hana Blázíková; Ryo Terakado; Masaaki Suzuki.

Couperin: Suites et Pavane
Works: Skip Sempé, harpsichord (1 CD) (Alpha Productions)
AHP 333 $9.99
On sale
The fourteen reissues are performed by the leading musicians in the relevant repertory; most of these discs received one or more press distinctions on their first release.

Johann Mathesons (1681-1764): 12 Suites for Harpsichord
Artists: Gilbert Rowland (Hps). (3 CD) (Athene) 3 ATH 23301 $31.99
Matheson was a prodigious composer whose work follows the traditional “dance suite” format with small variations and is a fine example of excellent baroque music which is now only being rediscovered and appreciated.

Domenico Scarlatti: Harpsichord Sonatas
Artists: Eri Mantani (Pno). (1 SA Hybrid CD) (MDG) MDG 9041987 $18.99
The Japanese pianist Eri Mantani has assembled a fascinating personal selection from the 555 extant “Sonatas” that really have nothing in common with dull etudes - a debut album bursting with energy that could not be more entertaining.

Beethoven: Missa Solemnis / Janowski
“... the best recording since that made in Bayreuth in 1962” (BBC Music Magazine). Also recorded in the superb acoustics of Berliner Philharmonie, the Parsifal release was praised by the critic Michael Tanner who wrote that the sound was “…so realistic as to be almost alarming.”

Walter Gieseking Plays Mozart
Works: Mozart: Fantasias, Variations; German Dances; Rondo; Fugue; Suite; et al Artists: Walter Gieseking. (1 CD) (Urania) 2 URA 121.336 $29.99
Walter Gieseking was the first pianist to record the entire piano works of Mozart. One of the most extraordinarily pianists of his time, he never practiced, except in his mind. He would study the score, imagine playing it, and then perform it flawlessly.
Highlights of New Classical Era Releases

Haydn: Piano Sonatas, Vol. 6 / Baczouzet
Artists: Jean-Efflam Bavouzet, (pno) (1 CD) (Chandos) CHA 10942 $18.99

“The five sonatas in this program are not among the most well known. But what treasures they conceal!...I am delighted to dedicate this disc to Professor Erno Nemecz with whom I have shared a love for Haydn’s music for thirty-five years.” - Baczouzet

Francois Devienne: Flute Concertos Nos. 9-12
Artists: Swedish CO, Patrick Gallois (Flt). (1 CD) (Naxos) USA NXS 8573465 $12.99
Francois Devienne (1759-1803) performed as an orchestral bassoonist and flutist but rose to fame as an operatic composer. His great achievement, however, lies in his sequence of Flute Concertos, of which this is the final volume.

J.C.F. Bach: Miserere Mei & motet / Hermann Max
Works: Johann Christoph Friedrich Bach (1732-1795): Miserere Mei; Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme Artists: Hermann Max/Das Kleine Konzert; Rheinische Kantorei. (1 CD) (MD&G) MGD 6021994 $18.99
Johann Christoph Friedrich Bach was a child of his times, which were characterized by new beginnings and profound changes in culture, society and philosophy. The "Miserere" and the motet "Wachet auf, ruft uns die Stimme" exemplify these transformations.

Beethoven: Sonatas; Variations / Pablo Casals
Works: Beethoven: Sonatas Opp. 5, 69, 102; Variations WoO 45, 46, Op. 46 Artists: Pablo Casals, (c1); Rudolf Serkin, (pno) (2 CD) (Praga) 2 PZGA 250372 $31.49
Distinguished New York Times critic Harold C. Schonberg wrote, "two perfectly matched musicians operate here... For every bold stroke of Casals bow there is an equivalently authoritative gesture from Serkin.''

Francois Devienne: Flute Concertos Nos. 9-12
Artists: Swedish CO, Patrick Gallois (Flt). (1 CD) (Naxos) USA NXS 8573465 $12.99
Francois Devienne (1759-1803) performed as an orchestral bassoonist and flutist but rose to fame as an operatic composer. His great achievement, however, lies in his sequence of Flute Concertos, of which this is the final volume.

Mozart: String Quartets Nos. 21, 22 & 23
Artists: Engerdag Quartet. (1 CD) (LAWO Classics) LAWO 1123 $16.99
The Engerdag Quartet, one of Scandinavia’s most sought-after chamber music ensembles, is very excited to launch a recording partnership with the ambitious and visionary label Lawo Classics.

Kozeluch: Complete Keyboard Sonatas, Vol. 9
Artists: Kemp English, (pno) (1 CD) (Gran Piano) GRPO 733 $15.49 On Sale
Kemp English is one of New Zealand’s leading concert performers.

Beethoven: The Complete String Quartets, Vol. 3
Artists: Elias String Quartet. (2 CD) (Wigmore Hall Live) 2 WGMR 0066 $21.49
Recorded live in concert, the CD explores Beethoven’s sunny String Quartet in D Op. 18 No. 3, the intimate ‘Serioso’ Quartet and finally the String Quartet in B flat Op. 130.

Grieg: String Quartet, Op. 27; Quartet in F major
Artists: Meccore String Quartet. (1 SA CD) (MD&G) MGD 9031998 $18.99
The distraught but magnificent "Cinderella" among Camille Saint-Saëns’ five string quartets remained unfinished, this circumstance does not impair the quality of the extant fragment.

Brahms: Symphonies Nos 1 & 3 / Bruno Walter
Artists: Bruno Walter, Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra (1 CD) (Opus Kura) OPK 2117 $15.99 On Sale

Robert Franz (1815-1892): Songs
Artists: Graham Johnson (Pno); Robin Tritschler (Trn). (1 CD) (Hyperion) HYP 66128 $17.99 On Sale
Highly regarded by such contemporaries as Mendelssohn, Schumann and Liszt, Robert Franz wrote 279 songs over the course of a long life. For this re-visit, Graham Johnson and tenor Robin Tritschler perform a selection of 47 of their favorites.

Gregor Piatigorsky Plays Cello Concertos
Works: Cello Concertos by Brahms, Saint-Saëns, Bloch Artists: Gregor Piatigorsky, (clo); Fritz Reiner/RCA Victor Sym.; Charles Munch/Boston SO. (1 CD) (Praga) PGA 250368 $23.99
At only 18 years old, Gregor Piatigorsky traveled from the USSR to Germany. He studied with Becker and Kielgel and found employment playing in a trio in a Russian cafe in Berlin.

Antonin Dvorak: Mass in D; Te Deum
Artists: Antoni Wit/Orquesta Sinfonica de Navarra. José Antonio López; Ewa Bieglas; Marina Rodriguez-Cusi; Javier Tome (1 CD) (Naxos) USA NXS 8573558 $12.99
Antonin Vit is considered to be "the best conductor around these days for big choral works". His acclaimed recording of Dvorak’s Requiem is available on Naxos 8572874-75.

'30s Jazz', Works by Bechet, Kloua, Schumann Works: Ami Beach; Piano Trio; Natalie Kloua; Piano Trio no 1; Clara Schumann: Piano Trio Artists: Monte Piano Trio. (1 CD) (Genuin) GUIN 17449 $18.99
On their second Genuin release, the young, multi-award-winning Monte Piano Trio from Frankfurt turns their attention to three great women composers. The Romantic sonatas of all three works flow over us limpidly and naturally, you only need sit back and enjoy!
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Songs & Piano Music of the Romantic Era

Brahms: Songs / Roderick Williams, baritone
Works: Brahms: The Romance of Magelon the Fair; Four Serious Songs Artists: Roderick Williams, (bar); Roger Vignoles (pno) (2 CD) (Champs Hill Records)

2 CMPH 108 $24.99
Roderick Williams was the winner of the 2016 RPS Singer award, is the Artistic Director of Leeds Lieder and in demand around the world as a recitalist, in opera and with orchestras.

Music for Piano Four Hands
Works: Brahms: Hungarian Dances; Dvorák: Slavonic Dances; Grieg: Norwegian Dances Artists: Jan van Immerseel & Claire Chevalier, pianos (1 CD) (Alpha)

AHP 282 $16.99 On Sale
With the performers convinced that a masterful instrument of the composers’ time better presents the music as the composers conceived it, a Bechstein grand piano of 1870 has been employed here.

Post Romantic

Mahler: Symphony No. 5; ‘Wunderhorn’ lieder Artists: Otmar Suitner/Statatskapelle Berlin; Siegfried Lorenz, baritone (2 CD) (Berlin Classics)

2 BER 0300922 $16.99
“These songs require an orchestra that produces pure expression”, said singer Siegfried Lorenz of Mahler’s “Wunderhorn” lieder “[Otmar Suitner] was very relaxed, not over-focussed - a fantastic conductor, always at ease and enthusiastic.”

Rachmaninov: Rare Piano Transcriptions
Works: Rachmaninov: Aleko; All things pass by; Believe me not, friend; Beloved, let us fly; Child, thou Art as beautiful as a flower; Daisies; Fantasy-valse; Fils Des Étioles; Gnossienne Artists: Nicholas Horvath (Pno). (1 CD) (Grand Piano)

GRPO 761 $15.49 On Sale
This landmark recording uses both a new and corrected edition of Satie’s music and Cosima Wagner’s own 1881 Eriad piano.

The Very Best of Paderewski
Works: Paderewski: Etude, op.4 no 3; Fantaisie-valse; Mazurkas (3); Mazurkas (2); Prelude, op.1 no 7. Artists: Barbara Karasiewicz (Pno). (1 CD) (Divine Art)

DVT 25151 $18.99
This selection of works spanning Szymanowski’s career is played superbly by Barbara Karasiewicz.

Delius: String Quartet; Elgar: String Quartet Artists: Villiers Quartet. (1 CD) (Naxos) (USA)

NXS 8573586 $12.99
Delius was dissatisfied with the first, three-movement version of his Quartet and revised the score. On this recording the final 1917 version is heard, followed by the original versions of the opening movement and of the Late Swallows slow movement.

Semyon Bychkov Conducts Schmidt, Strauss
Works: Franz Schmidt: Symphony no 2; R. Strauss: Intermezzo Artists: Semyon Bychkov/ Vienna PO (1 CD) (Sony / RCA)

SBMG 8895355522 $12.99
“Schmidt’s Second Symphony] remains that rare combination, a work of tremendous immediate appeal and a compositional tour de force.” (Gramophone)

Ravel: Piano Concertos; Falla: Nights in the Gardens of Spain
Works: Gabriel Fauré: Berceuse; Dolly; Éléglise; Morceau de lecture; Papillon; Pavane Artists: Bengt Forsberg (Pno); Andréas Brantelid (Cfo); Filip Graden (Cfo). (1 SA Hybrid CD) (BIS (Sweden) BIS 2220 $19.99
This present recording contains all of Fauré’s music for cello and piano, pieces that prompted Debussy to dub the composer “the master of charms”.

Ogawa plays Satie, 1890 Erardo Piano, Vol. 2 Works: Erik Satie: Enfantillages pittoresques; Le fils des étés, Chaldean pastoral; Menus propos enfantins; Nouvelles pièces enfantines; Peccadilles importunes; Prélude de La Porte héroïque du ciel Artists: Noriko Ogawa (Pno). (1 SA Hybrid CD) (BIS (Sweden) BIS 2225 $19.99
Like its predecessor, this second installment takes in music from different phases of the composer’s career, including the very early Three Sarabandes from 1887.

Erik Satie: Complete Piano Works, Vol. 1
Works: Satie: Allegro for Piano; Chanson hongroise; Fantaisie-valse; Fils Des Étioles; Gnossienne Artists: Nicholas Horvath (Pno). (1 CD) (Grand Piano)

GPR0 761 $15.49 On Sale
This landmark recording uses both a new and corrected edition of Satie’s music and Cosima Wagner’s own 1881 Eriad piano.

Orchestral Music of Charles Ives
artists: Mahler: Symphony No. 5 / Boreyko Artists: Leonard Bernstein (1 CD) (Naxos) (USA)

NXS 8573682 $12.99
Organist Tom Wipenny is Assistant Master of the music of Bach throughout his life, and his friends and colleagues including Lukas Foss, Sergei Koussevitzky and William Schuman.

Leonard Slatkin Conducts Aaron Copland
Works: Copland: Latin American Sketches (3); Symphony no 3. Artists: Leonard Slatkin/Detroit SO. (1 CD) (Naxos) (USA)

NXS 8559844 $12.99
Premiered in 1946, Copland’s iconic Third Symphony was described by the composer as ‘a wartime piece- or, more accurately, an end-of-war piece- intended to reflect the euphoric spirit of the country at the time.’

Antheil (1900-1959): Symphonies Nos 4 & 5 Artists: John Storgards/BBC PO. (1 CD) (Chandos Records)

CHA 10941 $18.99
George Antheil began his career with a reputation as an enfant terrible, composing shockingly avant-garde works such as his highly popular Ballet mécanique, inspired by the dynamism and dissonances of Stravinsky’s early ballets.

Samuel Barber: The Lovers, Op. 43 Artists: Martin Häfierter, (bar); Ron-Dirk Entleuthner/ Jugendsinfonieorchester Leipzig. (1 CD) (Rondeau Production)

RDAU 6138 $18.99
In The Lovers, Op. 43, Samuel Barber sets the Twen ty Love Poems and a Song of Despair by the Chilean poet Pablo Neruda so masterfully as to raise the sensuality and the poetry of his text to new heights.

Modern

Shostakovich: Symphony No. 8 / Boreyko Artists: Andrey Boreyko/Stuttgart Radio SO (1 CD) (SWR Music)

SWRM 19037 $18.99
The Eighth is one of the most important symphonies by Shostakovich and this release is the fifth in the Boreyko / Stuttgart Radio Symphony cycle.

Wolfgang Jacobi (1894-1972): Piano Works Artists: Tatjan Blome & Holger Groschopp, pianos (1 CD) (Grand Piano) GRPO 726 $15.49 On Sale
Holger Groschopp’s solo career has taken him to most European countries, the Middle and Far East and North and Central America.

"To state that Russian music has a different poetic nature and takes on an other-worldly enchantment. The subtile tensions and gorgeously layered harmonies of Bax’s settings evoke historical remoteness and other-worldly enchantment."

Karol Szymanowski (1882-1937): Piano Music Works: Szymanowski: Etude, op.4 no 3; Masques (3); Mazurkas (2); Prelude, op.1 no 7. Artists: Barbara Karasiewicz (Pno). (1 CD) (Divine Art)

DVT 25151 $18.99
This selection of works spanning Szymanowski’s career is played superbly by Barbara Karasiewicz.
**New Modern Orchestral Albums**

**László Lajtha: Symphonies Nos. 5 & 6**
*Artists: Nicolás Pasquet/Peck SO; (1 CD) (Naxos (USA) NXS 8573646 $10.49
With its moments of nocturnal enchantment and sparkling humor, the Sixth Symphony is enriched by uniquely colorful orchestration. These moods also present in the wittily brilliant ouverture to Lajtha’s (1892-1963) ballet Lysistrata.

**Pizzetti: Symphony; Concerto / Damiano Iorio**
Composed between February and June 1940, Pizzetti’s only Symphony, is notable for its ominous mood as it mirrored the unfolding European conflict.

**Martinu, Shostakovich: Cello Concertos**
*Works: Bohuslav Martinu (1890-1959): Cello Concerto no 2; Shostakovich: Cello Concerto no 2 *Artists: Gilbert Varga/Berlin Radio SO. Christian Poltéra (Clnt); Serge Collot (Vla); John Luther Adams (b.1953): Canticles of the Sun; (2 CD) (BIS) BIS 2257 $19.99
The two cello concertos by Dmitri Shostakovich were both written for his friend Mstislav Rostropovich but whereas the first is rhythmic and virtuosic, the second is subdued and introverted.

**Sibelius: Symphonies Nos. 1 & 6**
*Artists: Thomas Sondergard/BBC Nat’l Orch. of Wales. (1 CD) (Linn Records) LINN 502 $19.99
Danish conductor Thomas Sondergard is Principal Conductor of BBC NOW and Principal Guest Conductor of Royal Scottish National Orchestra; a rare honor to hold titled positions with two major British orchestras. Olivier Messiaen: Organ Works / Canning Works: Olivier Messiaen: La Nativité du Seigneur, meditations (9); Offrande au Saint-Sacrement. (1 CD) (Sheva Collection) SEVA 163 $18.99
La Nativité du Seigneur consists of nine movements, or meditations, each of which is preceded by a quotation from the Bible that corresponds to the theological content.

**Ludovico Einaudi: Reflections**
*Artists: Ludovico Einaudi: Keyboard NY Philharmonic. (1 CD) (Deutsche Grammophon) 4790995 $19.99
This album offers a collection of Ludovico Einaudi’s most popular works performed by the NY Philharmonic under conductor Alan Gilbert. It includes tracks from the albums I Giorni and Reflections, as well as new recordings of Einaudi’s latest compositions.

**Grainger: Country Pieces and Country Dance**
*Artists: Grainger; Piano; Roger Rifle; etc. (2 CD) (Cambridge University Press) CUSP 675 $19.99
Composer Percy Grainger was a pioneer of the electronic music and his Country Pieces and Country Dance album showcases his unique compositions.

**Contemporary**

**Mykietyn: Works for Flute and Orchestra**
*Works: Pawel Mykietyn (b.1971): Symphony No. 2; Flute Concerto *Artists: Luksza Dlugosz, (fl); Benjamin Shwartz/NFM Wroclaw PO. (1 CD) (CD Accord) CDAC 236 $18.99
Professionally one of the busiest composers in today’s Poland, Pawel Mykietyn writes music for traditional chamber, orchestral and vocal-instrumental forces as well as for the modern electronic media.

**Arvo Pärt: Choral Works**
*Works: Arvo Pärt (1935 - ): Cantus in Memory of a Child / Creation of the World / La Sérénade Profanée / Ruhe im Totentum / Canto Profano / Te Deum / Lagrimas / At the Heart of the Sea / Alina / da Lumina / All That is Not I / Ligeti's only Symphony, is notable for its ominous mood as it mirrored the unfolding European conflict.

**Holy Wind**
*Works: Donald Nally: Bicycle / Tire Crossing (1 CD) (Cantaloupe) CPE 21131 $16.99
We are drawn to this music, not just for the beauty of its shimmering harmonies and the overwhelming choral movements, but to the way it inspires a “hearing” of nature, in real time, as we sing it.” – Donald Nally

**Contemporary Works for Orchestra ‘Passage’**
*Works by: Cervetti, Crozier, Morris, Wishart Artists: Kirk Trevor; Stanislaw Varfvinke; Onfje Jurceka; Petr Vronsky; Moravian PO; Slovak National SO. (1 CD) (Navona) NVA 6094 $13.99 On Sale
Though “passage” is a word of numerous meanings, they all point back to a single idea - the transition between two disparate entities. All these snapshots help define our crucial moments within life’s movements.

**Crosse: Orchestral Works & Concertos**
In 1966, Gordon Crosse was granted the Vaughan Williams Composer of the Year Award for his ‘outstanding contribution to British music.

**Hindemith: The String Quartets [3 CDs]**
*Artists: Januarius String Quartet. (3 CD) (Wergo) 3 WER 6902 $31.99
These recordings trace the full breadth of the stylistic development of one of the great composers of the 20th century. The complete recording of the string quartets with the Januarius String Quartet was awarded the “German Record Critics Annual Award 1998”.

**I Musici: The Columbia Records, 53-54 [3 CDs]**
*Artists: by: Albinoni; Marcello; Corelli; Galuppi; Martini; Pergolesi; Vivaldi et al *Artists: (3 CD) (Urania) 3 URA 121.361 $38.99
Arturo Toscanini was enthusiastic about the interpretations of I Musici. This album contains the best Italian repertoire recordings that the ensemble did for British Columbia and are previously unpublished.

**Marin Marais: Pièces de viole, Book 1 [4 CDs]**
*Artists: L’Achéron. (4 CD) (Ricercar) 1514 4 RCR 379 $37.49
Here is the start of a great adventure: the complete recording of the five books of pieces de viole of Marin Marais (1656-1728). The First Book, published in 1686, contains a dozen suites, two of which are scored for two bass viols and continuo.

**Monteverdi: Madrigals Book 2; Madrigali guerrieri et amorosi [4 CDs]**
*Artists: Marco Longhini/Deitiae Musicae. (4 CD) (Naxos) 4 NXS 8573755 $49.99
This is the first recording to present Book Eight in its original, uncut form, also incorporating instrumental sonatas and dances by Biagio Marini to round off Monteverdi’s design. In keeping with seventeenth-century practice, the madrigals are performed entirely by male voices.

**Michael Gielen Edition, Volume 5 [6 CDs]**
*Artists: Michael Gielen/SWR SO. Robert Leonardy; Christian Elsner; Werner Hollweg; Rudolf Rosen et al. 6 SWRM 19023 $38.99
This fifth installment of the Michel Gielen Edition contains works by Beia Bartok and Igor Stravinsky, composer Gielen greatly admired and frequently performed. It also includes many first releases and recordings of Gielen from the 1960s and 1970s.

**Vlaich Quartet Plays Beethoven, Mozart [4 CDs]**
*Works: Beethoven: String Quartets Nos. 1 & 7; & 4; Mozart: String Quartet No. 15 *Artists: Vlaich Quartet. (4 CD) (Supraphon) 4 SPR 4221 $26.99 On Sale Since 1954 the Vlaich Quartet performed in the line-up in Liege and in which it conquered stages worldwide and made all the recordings featured on this album.

**Hindemith: The String Quartets [3 CDs]**
*Artists: Januarius String Quartet. (3 CD) (Wergo) 3 WER 6902 $31.99
These recordings trace the full breadth of the stylistic development of one of the great composers of the 20th century. The complete recording of the string quartets with the Januarius String Quartet was awarded the “German Record Critics Annual Award 1998”.

**I Musici: The Columbia Records, 53-54 [3 CDs]**
*Artists: by: Albinoni; Marcello; Corelli; Galuppi; Martini; Pergolesi; Vivaldi et al *Artists: (3 CD) (Urania) 3 URA 121.361 $38.99
Arturo Toscanini was enthusiastic about the interpretations of I Musici. This album contains the best Italian repertoire recordings that the ensemble did for British Columbia and are previously unpublished.

**Marin Marais: Pièces de viole, Book 1 [4 CDs]**
*Artists: L’Achéron. (4 CD) (Ricercar) 1514 4 RCR 379 $37.49
Here is the start of a great adventure: the complete recording of the five books of pieces de viole of Marin Marais (1656-1728). The First Book, published in 1686, contains a dozen suites, two of which are scored for two bass viols and continuo.

**Monteverdi: Madrigals Book 2; Madrigali guerrieri et amorosi [4 CDs]**
*Artists: Marco Longhini/Deitiae Musicae. (4 CD) (Naxos) 4 NXS 8573755 $49.99
This is the first recording to present Book Eight in its original, uncut form, also incorporating instrumental sonatas and dances by Biagio Marini to round off Monteverdi’s design. In keeping with seventeenth-century practice, the madrigals are performed entirely by male voices.

**Michael Gielen Edition, Volume 5 [6 CDs]**
*Artists: Michael Gielen/SWR SO. Robert Leonardy; Christian Elsner; Werner Hollweg; Rudolf Rosen et al. 6 SWRM 19023 $38.99
This fifth installment of the Michel Gielen Edition contains works by Beia Bartok and Igor Stravinsky, composer Gielen greatly admired and frequently performed. It also includes many first releases and recordings of Gielen from the 1960s and 1970s.
**Vocal Albums**

**Véronique Gens and Elina Garanca**

‘Visions’ - Véronique Gens Sings Opera Arias

**Works by:** Bizet; Bruneau; David; Février; Franck Godard; Halévy; Massenet; Niedermeyer; Saint-Saëns

**Artists:** Hervé Niquet/Münich Radio SO, Véronique Gens (Sop). (1 CD) (Alpha Productions)

**SWRM 19032 $18.99**

After an album of French songs that earned her a Gramophone Award in 2016, Véronique Gens presents a new recital, this time with orchestra, between the Schumann and Brahms. After Robert’s death Brahms’ passion for Clara grew but it was reciprocated only with a protective motherly care.

**Elina Garanca Sings Mozart & Vivaldi**

**Artists:** Elina Garanca; (mez); Louis Langree/Camerata Salzburg; Fabio Biondi; Europa Galante. (1 CD) (Warner Classics)

**WRNC 558210 $11.99**

Elina Garanca followed up her international breakthrough at the Salzburg Festival with two celebrated releases in 2005 that laid the foundation of her rich discography: a Mozart recital and the world premiere of Vivaldi’s opera Bajazet. The present album combines the loveliest moments from these recordings.

**Fritz Wunderlich Sings Romantic Arias**

**Works:** Works by Nicolai; Lortzing; Cornelius; Verdi; Smetana; Kienz; Puccini

**Artists:** Fritz Wunderlich (tnr); Radio-Sinfoniorchester Stuttgart des SWR; SWR Rundfunkorchester Kaiserlautern. (1 CD) (SWR Musik)

**SWRM 19032 $18.99**

Both this release and all future volumes of the SWR Fritz Wunderlich series contain recordings the singer made for the company from which the SWR Broadcasting company grew.

**Brahms: Songs, “Die Schone Magelone”**

**Artists:** Nikolay Borchev, (bar); Boris Kusnezow, (pno) (Genuin)

**GUIN 1740 $18.99**

From the very first notes of their Genuin debut release, the two artists captivate our imagination, and hearing the young, internationally-acclaimed singer, it’s no surprise that Borchev has been repeatedly engaged by institutions like the Bavarian and Vienna state opera.

**Swidrov: Russia Cast Adrift / Hvorostovsky**

**Works:** George Swidrov (1915 - 1998): Petersburg, a vocal poem; Russia Cast Adrift Artists: Constantine Orbelian/Orbelian Constantine/St. Petersburg State SO; Style of Five. Dmitri Hvorostovsky (1 CD) (Delos)

**DEL 1631 $12.99**

Joining Dmitri in this world premiere recording of the orchestral version are his long-time collaborators Constantine Orbelian, conducting the St. Petersburg State Symphony Orchestra, and the Russian folk music ensemble Style of Five.

**Christine Karg Sings Robert and Clara Schuman, Brahms**

**Artists:** Christine Karg, (sop); Malcolm Martineau, (pno) (Champs Hill Records)

**CMPH 125 $16.99**

This is the second volume in this major recording series, across which a host of world-renowned singers draw listeners, decade by decade, through a century of song, from 1810 to 1910.

**Kurt Weill: Songs / Dagmar Pecková**

**Artists:** Jiri Hajeck/Epoque Orch.; Epoque Quartet; Miroslav Hiouaci Jazz Band. (1 CD) (Supraphon)

**SPR 4226 $17.99**

**VIVT 114 $18.99**

We cannot approach opera from the position of snobbish dismissal. We cannot write operas while modering, piling on the dissonances beneath his scores without some example.

**Artur Toscanini Conducts Verdi / [12 CDs]**

**Artists:** Ileana Cotrubas; Stefania Malagù; Helena Jungwirth; Placido Domingo; Sherrill Milnes; Walter Wulino; Bruno Greilla; Alfredo Giacomotti; et al; Carlos Kleiber / Mariavann State Opera (3 CD)

**3 DGG 4797287 $30.98**

The classic Carlos Kleiber reference recording with Ileana Cotrubas, Placido Domingo and Sherrill Milnes. Includes a High Fidelity Pure Audio Blu-ray disc containing the complete opera in 24-bit audio.

**Beethoven: Fidelio / Janowitz, Popp, Kollo**

**Artists:** Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau; Hans Sotin; Rene Kollo; Gundula Janowitz; Manfred Jungwirth; Lucia Popp; Adolf Dallapozza; Karl Terkal; Alfred Stonek; Leonard Bernstein, Wiener Staatsopernchor (3 CD)

**3 DGG 4797283 $30.98**

Deluxe hard-back edition of this classic recording featuring Gundula Janowitz and Rene Kollo, both celebrating their 80th Birthdays this year, and conducted by the great Leonard Bernstein.

**Complete Operas**

**Arturo Toscanini Conducts Verdi / [12 CDs]**

**Artists:** Ileana Cotrubas; Stefania Malagù; Helena Jungwirth; Placido Domingo; Sherrill Milnes; Walter Wulino; Bruno Greilla; Alfredo Giacomotti; et al; Carlos Kleiber / Mariavann State Opera (3 CD)

**3 DGG 4797287 $30.98**

The classic Carlos Kleiber reference recording with Ileana Cotrubas, Placido Domingo and Sherrill Milnes. Includes a High Fidelity Pure Audio Blu-ray disc containing the complete opera in 24-bit audio.

**Donizetti: Rosmonda d'Inghilterra**

**Artists:** Jessica Pratt; Eva Mei; Dario Schmunck; Nicola Ullivieri; Raaffaella Lupinacci; Sebastiano Rolli/Orchestra Donizetti Opera. (2 CD) (Dynamic)

**2 DYN 7757 $28.49**

There is not a page in this score without some example...
Hyperion Bundle Deal!

Select Hyperion 3 for $35

Recommended Hyperion Titles

- **Chopin: Mazurkas Vol. 1 / Ohlsson**
  - Artists: Garrick Ohlsson (Pno).
  - (1 CD)
  - **HYP 55391 $14.99**
  - Ohlsson brings a phenomenal variety of expression and depth of characterisation to these exquisite miniatures - an approach that manages to capture the folk elements of the composer's style quite to hypnotic effect. (BBC Music Magazine)

- **Favourite Baroque Classics**
  - Works: Works by Albinoni; J.S. Bach; Boyce; Corelli; Cuck; Gallo; Handel; Locke; Muffat; Pachelbel; Purcell; Rameau; Telemann; Vivaldi.
  - Artists: Christopher Hogwood/Accademia Bizantina; Christopher Hogwood/English Baroque Soloists; Christopher Hogwood/Royal Academy of Music Baroque Orchestra; Christopher Hogwood/Royal Philharmonic Orchestra; London Baroque; George Malcolm/Fonte di Riproduzione; William Christie/Les Arts Florissants; Peter sensory and passion, Hyperion's sound is, as typical, warm and clean with a natural ambience. - All Music Guide

- **Dreamland / Polyphony, Holst Singers, Trinity College Choir Cambridge**
  - Works by: Burgon; Byrthmore; Chilcott; Dubra; Jackson; Lauridsen; Lukaszewski; MacMillan; Maw; Pärt; Tavener et al.
  - Artists: Polyphony, Holst Singers, Trinity College Choir Cambridge
  - (1 CD)
  - **HYP 41 $14.99**
  - The singing throughout is exemplary, with beautiful intonation and tone quality, virtuosic vocal discipline, and interpretive sensitivity and passion. Hyperion's combination - an intensity that matches its ambitious structure ... -CD Review

- **Brahms: Motets / Corydon Singers**
  - (1 CD)
  - **HYP 55346 $14.99**
  - "This retread on Hyperion's mid price Helios label... first appeared in 1990. If you did not acquire this release when it first came out, it's a good buy now..." -Fanfare

- **Bridge: Phantastie Trio, Piano Trio no 2**
  - Artists: Dartington Piano Trio. Patrick Ireland (Vla). (1 CD)
  - **HYP 50663 $14.99**
  - "Throughout it is melodious, harmonically rich, rhythmically and texturally alive, and deliciously textured in its scoring ... A fabulous release". -The Birmingham Post

- **Dvorák: Piano Quintet; String Quintet**
  - Artists: Gaudier Ensemble. (1 CD)
  - **HYP 55472 $14.99**
  - Dvorák’s early attempts at composing for the piano had been hampered by his own lack of familiarity with the instrument, but in this work he achieves a remarkable fluency, with five instruments operating as consistent equals and in harmonious unity and balance.

- **Essential Purcell / The King's Consort**
  - Artists: Robert King/The King's Consort. Rogers Covey-Crump; Michael George; John Mark Ainsley; James Bowman; Barbara Bonney (1 CD)
  - **HYP KING2 $14.99**
  - "In a class of their own. This is great Chopin playing" -CDReview

- **Bruckner: String Quintet; Intermezzo; Strauss: Prelude to Capriccio**
  - Artists: Raphael Enmb- le. Michael Stirling (Cto). (1 CD) **HYP 55372 $14.99**
  - This is quite glorious ... one senses right from the opening of Bruckner's Quin- tet - surely one of the finest quintets ever written, for any combination - an intensity Wolfe's sound is, as typical, warm and clean with a natural ambience. - All Music Guide

- **Chaminade: Piano Music Vol 1**
  - Artists: Peter Jacobs (Pno) (1 CD)
  - **HYP 55197 $14.99**
  - 'In this well recorded, pre- sented and imaginatively conceived issue we see again just how well Hyperion can produce the goods! It is a particular pleasure to see this issue on the market' -CDReview

- **Chaminade: Piano Music Vol 2**
  - Artists: Peter Jacobs (Pno) (1 CD)
  - **HYP 55198 $14.99**
  - 'A treasure trove for the explorer' (BBC Music magazine) 'Even more attractive than its predecessors' (Gramophone)

- **Dohnányi: Piano Quintets; Serenade for String Trio**
  - Artists: Nikolai Demidenko (Pno) (1 CD)
  - **HYP 55182 $14.99**
  - 'Lovely playing which I en- joyed from first note to last for its poetry and passion as well as seemingly effortless keyboard fluency and command' -Gramophone

- **Enescu: Violin Sonatas**
  - Artists: Adelina Oprean (Vln); Justin Oprean (Pno) (1 CD)
  - **HYP 55103 $14.99**
  - 'An unqualified recommendation' (Classic CD) Exemplary performance ... An important release, much to be recommended' (CDReview)

- **Lambert: Works for Piano & Orchestra**
  - Works: Constant Lambert (1905-1951): Piano Con- certo; Eight Poems of Li- Po; Mr. Bear Squash-you- all-flat; Sonata for piano.
  - Artists: Lionel Friend/ Nash Ensemble. Philip Langridge; Ian Brown (Pno). (1 CD)
  - **HYP 55397 $14.99**
  - 'A fascinating and generous programme, superbly performed.' -Classic CD

- **Fanny Mendelsohn, Clara Schumann: Piano Trios**
  - Artists: Dartington Piano Trio. (1 CD)
  - **HYP 55078 $14.99**
  - 'I'm sure no-one would have been happier to find two such engaging performances side by side than the two ladies themselves' (Gramophone)

- **Chopin: Piano Works / Hamelin**
  - Works: Chopin: Barcarolles; Nocturnes; Sonatas Artists: Marc-André Hamelin (Pno). (1 CD)
  - **HYP 30006 $14.99**
  - "Hamelin unfurls Chopin's elegant filigree lines with ease while never losing the music's inner logic ... These are world class Chopin performances" (Audiophile Audition, USA)

- **Fauré: Piano Quartets Nos. 1 & 2**
  - Artists: Domus Ensemble (Piano Quartet). (1 CD)
  - **HYP 30007 $14.99**
  - "It's a long time since I've enjoyed a record so much on so many counts - performance, recording, presentation... and the music itself" (Gramophone)

- **Fauré: Requiem; Cantique de Jean Racine; Messe basse**
  - Artists: Matthew Best/ Corydon Singers. John Scott (Organ); Isabelle Poulencard (Sop). (1 CD)
  - **HYP 30008 $14.99**
  - 'An outstanding choral performance by the Corydon Singers - warms and dark-toned' (The Independent)

- **Henrik Crussell (1775-1838): Clarinet Concertos**
  - Artists: Alun Francis/London SO. Thea King (Clnt). (1 CD)
  - **HYP 55203 $14.99**
  - 'The most rewarding clarinet concertos of the early 19th century. Strongly recommended.' - BBC Music Magazine
Deep Discount on Select Naxos

40% Off Select Naxos

**Guarnieri: Piano Music, Vol. 1 [2 CDs]**
Works: Camargo Guarnieri (1907-1993): Dança Brasileira; Dança negra; Dança Selvagem; Piano Sonata; Ponteios; Suite Mirim
*Artists*: Max Barros (Pno). (2 CD)
NXS 8572626 $21.99 $13.20

“I think it is the amalgamation of genres that makes the music so interesting... It’s all so subtly and tastefully done, and the result is mesmerizing...” -ExpeditionAudio

**Anthony Girard: Chamber Music**
Works: Anthony Girard (b.1959): Elode de la folie; Le Cercle de la Vie; L’Effroi de la nuit froide; Les Noces d’Orphée.
*Artists*: Jean-Marc Fessard (Clt); Geneviève Girard (Pno); Fabien Bihan (Clt)
NXS 8572939 $11.99 $7.20

“Anthony Girard’s music is beautifully written and very personal. His harmonic language almost always floats in a mysterious tonality.” -ARG

**Alexander Goehr: Works for Piano & Orchestra**
*Works*: Alexander Goehr (b.1932): Marching to Caraccasone; Pastoral; When Adam Fell
*Artists*: Olivier Knussen/BBC SO; London Sinfonietta. Peter Serkin (Pno)

“The performances under Knussen, with Peter Serkin as soloist in the Caraccasone piece, could not be bettered.” -The Guardian

**Dinara Alieva Sings Russian Songs and Arias**
*Works*: By Rachmaninov; Tchaikovsky; Rimsky-Korsakov
*Artists*: Dinara Alieva (sop). Dmitry Yablonsky/New Russia State SO
NXS 8573033 $14.99 $7.20

“Gallois uses vibrato and plays softly much of the time. In certain places his control is stunning. Maria Prinz plays Mozart with just the right balance of clarity and vigor...” -ARG

**Armenian Dances for Wind Band**
*Works*: by: Alfred Reed, Bernstein, Bach, Shostakovitch, Chia-Ying Chiang et al.
*Artists*: John Boyd/Taiwan Wind Ens.
NXS 8573028 $14.97 $8.39

“I enjoy Andrew Rindfleisch’s kaleidoscopic ‘Mr Atlas’ and the three very contrasting movements of ‘Popcacy’.” -ARG

**Bernstein: Transcriptions for Wind Band**
*Works*: Bernstein: Candide; Dance Episodes (3) from “On the Town”; Divertimento; Fanfare for the inauguration of J. F. Kennedy; On the Waterfront
*Artists*: Scott Weiss/University of SC Wind Ens.
NXS 8573056 $14.97 $8.39

“If it were a battle of the bands, the University of South Carolina Wind Ensemble would be the winner.” -ARG

**Peter Maxwell Davies: Piano Concerto**
*Works*: Peter Maxwell Davies/Royal PO. Kathryn Stott (Pno)
NXS 8572357 $14.97 $8.39

“Stott gives a masculine performance [of the Concerto], not because that is her style but because this is a hard-boiled, quite aggressive work...” -MusicWeb International

**Muzio Clementi: Symphonies Nos. 1 & 2**
*Artists*: Francesco La Vecchia/Orch. Sinfonica di Roma
NXS 8573071 $14.99 $7.20

“The Rome Symphony - something of a rarity in Europe as a privately funded orchestra - is doing a series of works for Naxos. Their performance here is outstanding. Good sound, decent notes.” -ARG

**Paganini: Works for Violin & Orchestra**
*Works*: Niccolò Paganini: Concerto for Violin no 5; Introduction and Variations on Rossini’s ‘Il Palpitò’
*Moto perpetuo Artists*: Dmitry Yablonsky/Russian PO. Ivan Pochekin (Vln)
NXS 8570487 $14.99 $7.20

“The disc stands out for its crisply defined recording and for the exceptional playing of Ivan Pochekin... I’m sure even Paganini himself would be impressed.” -Gramophone

**Between the Bliss and Me**
*Works*: Songs to Poems of Emily Dickinson by Copland, Farwell, Laitman, Pearson-Thomas, Hobly
*Artists*: Julie Faulkner (Voz); Lee Hobly (Pno)
NXS 8559731 $14.97 $8.39

“If you are interested in songs by important American composers, you will find this most worthwhile.” -ARG

**Krzysztof Meyer: String Quartets Vol. 3**
*Artists*: Wieniawski String Quartet
NXS 8573001 $14.97 $8.39

“This third album in the Wieniawski Quartet’s much-admired traversal of the complete Krzysztof Meyer String Quartets includes his most recent, No.13.

**Josef Merk: Works for Cello & Piano**
*Works*: Josef Merk (1795-1852): Air suivi variété et Rondeaux;air suivi variété et Rondeaux; Fantaisies sur les motifs les plus favoris d’opéras nouveaux; Valses brillantes
*Artists*: Martin Rummel, (cbl); Roland Kruger, (pno)
NXS 8572759 $14.99 $7.20

“This is a fine virtuoso cello program of light, attractive music played to a turn.” -ARG

**Sousa: Music for Wind Band, Vol. 11**
*Artists*: Keith Brion/Band of the Royal Swedish Navy
NXS 8559690 $13.97 $8.39

“These pieces collectively show most of the directions in which Sousa would later take his music and his world-famous band...” -infodad.com

**Franck: Piano Trio; Cello Sonata; Violin Sonata**
*Artists*: Yehuda Hanani (Clt); James Tocco (Pno); Shmuel Ashkenasi (Vln)
NXS 8572480 $11.99 $7.20

“There is much to enjoy in this elegantly crafted music; and these musicians, with the especially superb playing of James Tocco, make a strong case for the Franck revival.” -ARG

**Prokofiev: Works for Piano**
*Works*: Prokofiev: Etudes; Pieces (4); Sonata for Piano no 10; Sonata for Piano no 5; Sonatinas (2)
*Artists*: DongKyung Kim (Pno)
NXS 8572826 $11.99 $7.20

“I have to give this release a strong recommendation and add that there should be more Prokofiev discs in Kim’s future.” -ARG

**Stravinsky: Orchestral Works / Schwarz**
*Works*: Stravinsky: Concerto for chamber orchestra in E flat major (‘Dumbarton Oaks’); The Rite of Spring; Dumbarton Oaks Artists: Gerard Schwarz/Seattle Sym
NXS 8571223 $14.99 $7.20

“Schwarz creates contrast with fast speeds in ‘Glorification’ and ‘Danse Sacrale’. It is well done, with deft, sometimes elegant playing.” -ARG

**Lei Liang: Chamber & Orchestral Music**
*Works*: Lei Liang (b.1972): Aural Hypothesis; Five Caprices, Opp. 3 & 10; Humoresque, Op. 20 /
NXS 8572885 $11.99 $7.20

“Performances do justice to music well worth hearing.” -ARG

**Scola: Music for Organ**
*Artists*: Wolfgang Rübsam (Organ)
NXS 8572911 $14.99 $7.20

“The Volume Two bears up very well after many hearings. Rübsam does the music full justice and the spectacular sound will give your ears and your hearings. Rubsam does the music full justice and the spectacular sound will give your ears and your” -ARG

**Schubert: Piano Works for Four Hands, Vol. 6**
*Artists*: Robert Markham (Pno); John Humphreys (Pno)
NXS 8572699 $14.99 $7.20

“The marches are big works, averaging nearly 10 minutes each. I was especially taken with the brilliance and virtuosity on display in the final one.” -ARG

**Sun Hee You Plays Alfredo Casella**
*Works*: Alfredo Casella (1883-1947): Introduzione; Partita; Symphonic fragments from the opera La donna serpente
*Artists*: Francesco La Vecchia/Orch. Sinfonica di Roma
NXS 8573005 $14.97 $8.39

“Performances do justice to music well worth hearing.” -ARG

**Margaret Rizza: Choral Works “Mysteries Amoris”**
*Artists*: Eamonn Dougan/Gaudete Ensemble
NXS 8573039 $14.99 $7.20

“Here we have a very enjoyable survey of lovely sacred choral pieces...” -ARG, March / April 2013
30% Off Multiple DVD Boxed Sets

**Glyndebourne: Comedy & Tragedy - Five Operatic Productions [6 DVD]**
 Works: Bizet: Carmen; Donizetti: L’elisir d’amore; Puccini: Gianni Schicchi; Rachmaninov: The miserly knight, Op 24; Verdi: Falstaff. Artists: Anne Sofie von Otter (Mzz Sop); Lisa Milne (Sop); Alessandro Corbelli (Bar); Felicity Palmer (Contralto) and more

8 BOA 10598D $34.49 $24.15

The Glyndebourne Festival is a quintessentially English summer event. The world’s most acclaimed artists, conductors and directors excel in producing top-flight performances every year and this new collection offers the choice of five classic opera productions.

**Mahler: The Complete Symphonies [9 DVDs]**
 Artists: Paavo Järvi/Czech Philharmonic Choir Brno; Frankfurt RSO; Limburger Domisginkabinen; Waltraud Meier; Alice Coote; Michael Nagy; Charlotte Hellekant; Lilli Pallas; 9 (19 DVD-Video) (C Major Video)

9 CME 732906 $88.49 $61.95

The recordings were made in the unique space of the Basilica of Eberbach Monastery, in the magnificent ambience of the Friedrich von Thiersch Hall at the Wiesbaden Kurhaus and in the outstanding acoustics of the Great Hall of the Alte Oper in Frankfurt.

**The Borodin Quartet Play Tchaikovsky, Shostakovich [DVD]**
 Artists: Anton Salieri: Falstaff [DVD]
 Works: Shostakovich: String Quartets nos 3 & 8; Tchaikovsky: String Quartets nos 1 & 2. Artists: Borodin String Quartet. (1 DVD-Video) (EuroArts)

3 EVA 2059988 $74.99 $53.00

The Schlesingerg SVH Festival in 1995 with similar success - wonderfully supported by the Stuttgart Radio Symphony Orchestra and conductor Arnold Östman.

**Brahms: Symphony No. 4 / Nagano [DVD]**
 Artists: Kent Nagano/Berlin Deutsches SO. (1 DVD-Video) (Artbass) 
 AHM 101433 $29.99 $23.10

As one of the longest-lasting string quartets, the Borodin Quartet shine with clarity, unity and beauty of sound; whenever and wherever they perform. This DVD provides the opportunity for a close study of important chamber music by their best and most well known interpreters.

**Benjamin Britten: Peter Grimes [DVD]**
 Artists: Franz Welser-Möst/Zurich Opera Chorus; Zurich Opera Orch. Alfred Muff (Bass); Emily Magee (Sop); Christopher Ventris (Tnr). (1 (4 Vide)) (Warner Classics)

WRNC 5099950097197 $27.99 $19.60

This David Pountney production has been praised for projecting the rich subtleties of the work in an abstract, surreal presentation.

**Georg Solti in Bruckner & Straßvky [DVD]**
 Works: Bruckner: Symphony no 3 in D minor, WAB 103; Stravinsky: Symphony in Three Movements Artists: Polish Solti/Bavarian RSO. Barton Weber; Gudrun Haag. (1 DVD-Video) (Arthaus)

AHM 100321 $27.99 $19.60

This legendary performance from Munich features the great Georg Solti conducting the Bavarian Radio Symphony. Georg Solti was a frequent guest in Munich, having been the musical director of the Bavarian State Opera right after the war, and giving regular concerts in Munich thereafter.

**Great Voices of the Golden Age [DVD]**
 Works: Beethoven: Ah, Pervido!; Brahms: Romances and Wends; Werner Egk: Quattro Canzoni; Mahler; Mendelssohn; W.A. Mozart; Schubert; R. Schuman; R. Strauss; Tchaikovsky; Richard Wagner; Wolf
 Artists: Irmingard Seefried; Rita Streich; Galina Vishnevskaya; Gré Brouwenstijn; Christa Ludwig

EUA 3078538 $21.99 $15.40

“A wing of song” - Heine’s worlds and Mendelssohn’s immortal melody, sung here by the inimitable Rita Streich, perfectly encapsulate the spirit of this collection.

**Verdi: Requiem Mass / Giuli [DVD]**
 Artists: Carlo Maria Giulini/Philharmonia Orch.; Philharmonia Orch. Chorus. Grace Bumbry; Rafaela Ari; Iivia Ligabue; Sandor Konya. (1 DVD Video) (EuroArts) 
 EUA 307956 $27.99 $19.60

Legendary conductor and multi-awarded, Carlo Maria Giulini leads the superb Philharmonia Orchestra & Chorus in a wonderful and dramatic performance of Verdi’s Messa da Requiem.

**Three Donizetti Operas [3 DVDs]**
 Works: Donizetti: Don Pasquale; Le conveniene ed inconveniene teatrali; L’elisir d’amore Artists: Evelino Pido/Orchestre de la Suisse Romande; Marco Goldanili/Teatro alla Scala Orch.; Edward Gardner/Paris National Opera Orch. Patrizia Ciofi; Laurent Naouri; Heidi Grant Murphy; Paul Groves; Simon Bailey. 3 BAC 607 $42.99 $30.10

This limited edition box sets offers three masterpieces by Donizetti in internationally acclaimed productions.

**Knappertsbusch: Beethoven & Wagner [DVD]**
 Works: Beethoven: Concerto for Piano no 4; Leonore Overture no 3; Richard Wagner: Tristan und Isolde. Artists: Hans Knappertsbusch/ Vienna PO. Birgit Nilsson (Sop); Wilhelm Backhaus (Pno). (1 DVD Video) (Artbass) 
 AHM 107347 $29.99 $15.40

The orchestra and its conductor shared a special and unique bond. Watch the group’s live collaborative performances on this DVD collection.

**Herbert von Karajan - A profile [DVD]**
 Works: Works by J.S. Bach; Beethoven; Mahler; Mozart; Puccini; Schoenberg; Strauss Jr.; Various; Verdi; Wagner. Artists: Herbert von Karajan. (Wagner) WRNC 509921657399 $27.99 $19.60

Perhaps the most dominating figure in postwar classical music, Herbert von Karajan continues to stand as one of the most charismatic, enigmatic musical figures of the last century.

**Brahms: 4 Symphonies / Thielemann [3 DVD]**
 Artists: Christian Thielemann/ Staatskapelle Dresden. (3 DVD Video) (C Major Video)

3 CME 715108 $64.49 $38.15

Christian Thielemann is the recently appointed chief conductor of the Staatskapelle Dresden. Johannes Brahms’ four symphonies are staples of the orchestral repertoire.
John Pizzarelli, guitar / Let There Be Love

Songs: Let There Be Love; I’m Putting All My Eggs in One Basket; These Foolish Things; All I Saw Was You; Everything I Do has a Certain79 style; and more
Personnel: John Pizzarelli (guitar); Harry Allen (tenor sax); Ken Peplowski (clarinet); Jesse Levy (cello); Ray Kennedy (piano); Martin Pizzarelli (bass)
TLC 83518 $13.98

“...the collection is a must for any contemporary jazz lover’s collection, especially those who like their tunes light and sweet, and on the gentle side. Simply irresistible.” - Liana Jonas

Jim Hall / Jim Hall & Basses

Songs: End the Beguine!; Bent Blue; All the Things You Are; Sam Jones; God Walk; Dream Steps; and more
Personnel: Jim Hall, Scott Henderson, George Mraz; Charlie Haden; Dave Holland; Christian McBride (basses)
TLC 83506 $13.98

“...Hall’s lines here prove just how expertly he configures rhythms...Each track is intricate...marked by the kind of clarity and sophistication that have become his trademarks.” - JazzTimes

Jimmy McGriff, jazz organ / Blues Groove Songs: Movin’ Upside the Blues; Splanky; Low’s Piece; The Sermon; Could Be; Don’t Cry Baby; and more
Personnel: Hank Crawford Quartet
TLC 83381 $13.98

“With guitarist Wayne Boyd and drummer Vance James completing the quartet, McGriff and Crawford explore an appealing mixture of blues, soulful ballads and riff tunes.” - Scott Yanow
Topping our charts on ECM

**Jack DeJohnette: Made In Chicago**

*Artists:* Henry Threadgill, alto sax, b. fluter; Roscoe Mitchell, sop. & alto sax, wooden flute; Muhal Richard Abrams, piano; Larry Gray, dbl. bass; Jack DeJohnette, drums

*ECM B002264902 $18.98*

In 1962, Jack DeJohnette, Roscoe Mitchell and Henry Threadgill were jamming classmates at Wilson Junior College on Chicago's Southside. Jack brought this legendary group of musicians together again for a very special concert at Chicago's Millennium Park in August 2013.

**Keith Jarrett: Creation**

*For his latest solo release, Keith Jarrett has selected the most revelatory moments from six improvised concerts recorded in 2014... the seamless narrative of Creation... creates a bold, brooding, beautiful and absolutely harmonious whole.” – All About Jazz (1 CD)*

*ECM B002231302 $18.98*

**John Abercrombie / The First Quartet [3 CDs]**

*Artists:* John Abercrombie, guitars; Richie Beirach, piano; George Mraz, double bass; Peter Donald, drums

*ECM B002415002 $27.98*

This 3-CD set, remastered from analog recordings, offers some historically-important material to the catalog, namely the albums Arcade, Abercrombie Quartet and M. It was during this time when Abercrombie moved away from a jazz-rock style into a more spacious, impressionistic and original music.
Donald Byrd, trumpet / The Early Years: 1955-1958 [6 CDs]
Although perhaps best known for his pioneering efforts in combining funk and soul into the jazz idiom, the early career of Donaldson Toussaint L’Ouverture Byrd II is not one to be overlooked. Over these five discs, a riveting insight into making of one of the finest jazz performers of the century is provided making great the importance of how Byrd managed to cement his place in music history.

Sonny Rollins, tenor saxophone / The Prestige Years [5 CDs]
This 5 CD set contains all 10 LPS Sonny Rollins made for Prestige Records, in their entirety, beginning with his collaboration with Monk on the 1953 release Theelonious Monk & Sonny Rollins and likewise with MJO on Sonny Rollins with The Modern Jazz Quartet, and moving through his classic works as leader of some of the finest Jazz combos ever to record together.

This 4 CD collection features eight complete Earl Hines albums, which represent best the huge range of music Hines recorded during his long and varied career, and includes works originally released on 78rpm records both solo and with Lois Armstrong, as well as with a range of other musicians, and additionally includes some of his best solo albums.

B.B. King, guitar / The Complete Recordings 1949-1962 [6 CDs]
Across the six discs comprising this boxed set lie the foundations of one of the most enduring legacies in all of the blues. Featuring more than 160 cuts and over eight hours of music, this compilation will surely remain the ultimate collection of B.B. King’s output - a catalogue which most blues fans regard as home to some of the finest music ever released.

Freddie Hubbard, trumpet / Classic Recordings: 1960-1962 [4 CDs]
This 4 CD set collects together Freddie Hubbard’s first 6 albums as leader, alongside 2 of his finest collaborations (with Oliver Nelson and Curtis Fuller). All cuts come from the era 1960 to 1962, when, although not at his best known or most celebrated, most would agree this titan of Jazz was certainly at his most creative, experimental and, crucially, satisfying.

Clifford Brown, trumpet / 13 Classic Albums 1954-1960 [6 CDs]
Clifford Brown, born in October 1930, (aka “Brownie,”) was an American jazz trumpeter. He died at the tragically young age of 25 in a car accident leaving behind only four years worth of recordings. Nonetheless, he had a considerable influence on later jazz trumpet players, including Donald Byrd, Lee Morgan, Booker Little, and Freddie Hubbard among others.

Yusef Lateef / Complete Recordings 1957-1959 [4 CDs]
Grammy Award-winning multi-instrumentalist, composer and educator, Yusef Lateef was without doubt one of the most adventurous jazz musicians in the history of the genre and a man way ahead of his time. This box set demonstrates the ambition and complexity of Fred Brown & Max Roach’s first albums as either leader or co-leader (with Clifford Brown) and features such classic LPs as ‘Max Roach + 4’ and ‘Clifford Brown & Max Roach’, among a cool cornucopia of six other masterful recordings.

One of the true greats of jazz, Max Roach continued to record and perform almost until his death in 2007. This 4 CD compilation features, in their completion, Roach’s first 9 albums as either leader or co-leader, and features such classic LPs such as ‘Black Magic’, ‘Time Out’, and ‘High Time’.

Mose Allison, piano, vocals / The Complete Recordings: 1957-1962 [5 CDs]
This 5 CD compilation includes all Mose Allison’s albums released between his 1957 debut and his first two Atlantic releases (both 1962). Containing eleven full recordings in all, this period is considered that in which Mose Allison made his finest and most exciting music.

Horne Silver, piano / 12 Classic Albums: 1953-1962 [6 CDs]
Horne Ward Martin Tavares Silva was an American jazz pianist and composer, known for his distinctive playing style and pioneering compositional contributions to hard bop. This 6 CD compilation features all 12 of Horne Silver’s recorded output between the years of 1952 and 1962, the first, and many would say most productive and challenging, decade of this masterful musician’s career.

Phineas Newborn, Jr., piano / The Classic Albums 1956-1962 [5 CDs]
Over these five discs are some of Newborn’s finest recordings, made during his technical peak, highlighting perfectly why this tragically underappreciated artist deserves his name in the jazz history books.

Eric Dolphy, alto saxophone / Twelve Classic Albums: 1959-1962 [6 CDs]
Eric Dolphy was a pioneer who is still remembered fondly amongst jazz fans as one of the finest brass players the genre has produced, and as a versatile and imaginative performer and composer of huge and continuing influence. This 6 CD compilation features all 12 of Dolphy’s records.

Ramsey Lewis / Complete Recordings: 1960-1962 [4 CDs]
By 1960 Ramsey Lewis and his Trio, while not yet the chart-toppers they would become, were among the hottest live draws on the US jazz circuit. His fortunes were set to change within a few years, but this compilation, containing eight full original albums, all delightfully remastered, illustrates conclusively what a dynamic jazz ensemble The RLT were in Lewis’ early years.
Widely respected and revered inside and out of jazz circles, Gerry Mulligan is joined on this collection by such jazz luminaries as Chet Baker, Bob Brookmeyer, Zoot Sims, Lee Konitz and Chico Hamilton among others, and demonstrates how Mulligan fitted into and helped develop the entire history of post-WW2 American music.

This four disc set brings together the complete early LPs that Bud Powell released as leader or co-leader, containing eight full albums in total.

This four disc set contains the complete early LPs that Bud Powell released as leader or co-leader, containing eight full albums in total.

Ornette Coleman, saxophones / The Complete Albums Collection 1958-1962 [4 CDs]

This four disc set brings together the finest material Johnny Griffin released during his years on the Riverside label, featuring eight fully remastered albums, containing in total more than five hours of music, this set can serve as both a fitting introduction to this truly exceptional player, and a welcome reminder for jazz fans of what an inspiring and influential musician the man dubbed the fastest tenor in the west really was at this time.

This 4CD set compiles all eight Ornette Coleman albums released between 1958 and 1962, from his stunning debut Something Else, through to his final album with the Ornette Coleman Quartet, Ornette On Tenor.


8 complete albums from 1958 to 1961 document one of the most exciting periods in Art Farmer’s career showcasing his exceptional musicianship and skill as bandleader. Boasting a plethora of appearances from other big names from the late 50s and early 60s jazz community, the result is a captivating listen as the abilities of this master jazz trumpeter develop across the contents of this selection.

A masterclass in jazz saxophone and improvisation, the five hours of music contained here includes many of the defining moments of the bebop era and serves as a superlative starting point for exploration into this majestic musician s catalogue.

This collection provides a fascinating compulation of some of the great man’s very best work, illustrating how Hawkins would change his style regularly, not for reasons of fashion or popularity, but from an in-built need to push the boundaries.

Proceeding to his final years has left a permanent mark on the entire jazz genre.

Sonny Stitt, saxophone / The Classic Albums Collection 1957-1963 [4 CDs]

A master of the trumpet and a much-heralded guitarist in the world” by B.B. King and “the grand master of jazz guitar” by Dizzy Gillespie, and he has influenced the work of Jimmy Hendrix, Pat Metheny and a host of other respected players.

This 3 CD box set collects together ninety Bossa Nova classics by both Brazilian and American musicians and performers and includes both the familiar - “Desafinado”, “Bossa Nova USA”, ‘ ‘Soul Bossa Nova’ et al. - alongside the less successful but equally joyous numbers from the likes of Joao Gilberto, Silvia Telles, Herbie Mann and numerous others.

Wide-ranging and finely tuned intonation made him one of the most sought after session musicians of the bop era.

Not & Riverside Collections [4 CDs]

One of the finest and most influential bebop and hard-bop pianists of the 1950s, Hampton Hawes’ impeccable sense of timing, swing and expression has left a permanent mark on the entire jazz genre.

Art Farmer’s exceptional musicianship and skill as bandleader. Boasting a plethora of appearances from other big names from the late 50s and early 60s jazz community, the result is a captivating listen as the abilities of this master jazz trumpeter develop across the contents of this selection.

A master of the trumpet and a much-heralded guitarist in the world” by B.B. King and “the grand master of jazz guitar” by Dizzy Gillespie, and he has influenced the work of Jimmy Hendrix, Pat Metheny and a host of other respected players.

This 3 CD box set collects together ninety Bossa Nova classics by both Brazilian and American musicians and performers and includes both the familiar - “Desafinado”, “Bossa Nova USA”, ‘ ‘Soul Bossa Nova’ et al. - alongside the less successful but equally joyous numbers from the likes of Joao Gilberto, Silvia Telles, Herbie Mann and numerous others.
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Gerry Mulligan (1952-1959) [4 cbs]

Widely respected and revered inside and out of jazz circles, Gerry Mulligan is joined on this collection by such jazz luminaries as Chet Baker, Bob Brookmeyer, Zoot Sims, Lee Konitz and Chico Hamilton.

4 EGHT EN4CD9106

$17.99
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